
WRITING BUSINESS PLAN FOR NON PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS

Learn everything about writing a Nonprofit Business plan. A step-by-step guide, Do's & Don'ts, Samples, Templates
Included!.

Changes should reflect staffing updates, new accomplishments, revised policies or goals, and updates financial
data, etc. A nonprofit seeks to create social change and social return on investment, not just a financial return
on investment. A business plan prepared for a bank to support a loan application may be different from a
busines plan that board members will use to help define their priorities in recruiting new board members.
While each type of business plan has similar elements, there are certain differences between the two which
you should keep in mind when working on your nonprofit business plan outline. Executive summary An
executive summary of a business plan is typically the first section of the plan to be read, but the last to be
written. This section focuses on your marketing and sales strategies. Try to present some clear examples. This
is a section that can be developed as a subsection of your Strategy section, or as a section on its own. Basic
format of a business plan The format may change depending on the audience. How can you best achieve those
goals through a series of specific objectives? Everyone in your organization should get really clear on this
statement. Include both the management team of the day-to-day aspects of your nonprofit as well as board
members and mention those who may overlap between the two roles. Your target supporters Analyzing your
target market means where knowing your money comes from. While not every element in such templates will
be ideal for your organization, you might discover additional elements which will help to strengthen your
nonprofit business plan and assist you in creating a plan which will attract donors and potential board
members, as well as provide a road map that highlights what you wish to accomplish with your nonprofit
organization. In this section, talk about the unknowns for your organization. If you have ideas but no proof
about who your target donors and clients should be, do some market research , or even a formal market
analysis. However, a business plan can still be an invaluable tool for your nonprofit. Key assumptions and
risks Your nonprofit exists to serve a particular population or cause. What are good sources for funding? What
grants are available? If you are interested in fundraising, donators will be your audience. Do you already have
local traction? Format Keep it simple. In the operational plan, it is important to explain how you plan to
maintain your operations and how you will evaluate the impact of your programs. Here is a typical outline of
the format for a business plan: Table of contents Executive summary - Name the problem the nonprofit is
trying to solve: its mission, and how it accomplishes its mission. If your nonprofit is already operational, use
established accounting records to complete this section of the business plan. If you do not have a specific
fundraising section, you might want to include your fundraising plan here as well. Title Page This is the
easiest part but should not be overlooked. Get to the point, support it with facts, and then move on. Step
Appendix Include extra documents in the section that are pertinent to your nonprofit: organizational flow
chart, current fiscal year budget, a list of the board of directors, your IRS status letter, balance sheets, and so
forth. As with the Executive Summary in the for-profit business plan, the Executive Summary in the nonprofit
business plan will describe to readers what the nonprofit business does, or plans to do. Your business plan
should be a professional document suitable for distribution to outside sources. Step 2: Heart of the Matter You
are a nonprofit after all! Is anyone else serving this same population? In some nonprofit business plans, the
mission statement may be a separate section on its own. This summary will determine if someone, be it an
investor or potential staff member, will continue reading. Better understand your beneficiaries, partners, and
other stakeholders. They might include elements of your fundraising goalsâ€”like quarterly monthly donations
goals, or it might be more about your participation metrics. If your nonprofit is already in operation, this
should at the very least include financial statements detailing operating expense reports and a spreadsheet that
indicates funding sources. Images of your successes may be, too. Keep your formatting consistent. Maybe it
looks something like this: For children ages five to 12 target market who are struggling with reading their need
, Tutors Changing Lives your organization or program name helps them get up to grade level reading through
an once a week class your solution. If the information you would put here is repeated in any other section,
leave this section out. Outlining actually helps us write more quickly and more effectively.


